Virginia Woods Nomination Rubric
Candidate:
Description:
Awarded as an ongoing recognition of Virginai Woods' contribution to science education in general, and to the Science Teachers
Association of Texas in particular. It is the highest award STAT can bestow upon a member for contributions to science educaiton.
Winner will receive a plaque, an honorarium of $1,000, and 2 tickets to the STAT VIP Reception. Award will be presented at the CAST
Opening Ceremony.

Required Materials:
* Nomination form
* Letter of nomination
* Two to five letters of support
* Resume or curriculum vitae
Requirements:
A long standing member of STAT, minimum of 20 years.
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All materials were
submitted correctly.

Most materials were
submitted correctly.

Materials were not submitted
correctly.

Leadership and service in
STAT

No significant evidence of
leadership and service to STAT

Record of leadership and
service in STAT (>20 years)

Outstaning leadership and
service in STATConsistent
evidence of leadership in
science education is cited.

Contributions to the
improvement of science
curriculum

Outstanding contributions
to the improvement of
science curriculum
through various means.

Contributions made to the
improvements of science
curriuclum.

No significant evidence made to
the improvement of science
curriculum.

Contributions made in the
field of science education
through publications. in
scholarly articles, STATellite,
and other.

No significant evidence made in
the field of science educaiton.

A few examples of
contributions to STAT and
other professional
organizations are cited.

No significant evidence of
contributions to STAT or other
professional contributions is
cited.

Materials submitted in
required format

Outstanding contributions
made in the field of
science educaiton through
Scholary writing in the field of
publications in scholarly
science education
articles, STATellite, and
other.

Contributing to STAT and
other professional science
organizationst

Substantial evidence of
contributions to STAT and
other professional
organizations are cited.

Column Total

0 Column Total

0 Column Total
0
Candidate Total 0

